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THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL

To whom it may concern,

I am a resident within the Barts Square development, EC1A 7BF

I would like to raise an objection to the application put forward by Chicago Booth in respect of: The University
of Chicago Booth School of Business
Premises Address: One Bartholomew Close, Bart's Square EC1A 7BL Ward: Farringdon

The reasons for objecting are that requesting to sell alcohol until 3am is beyond the reasonable norm,
particularly in a highly residential area. Even pubs stop selling alcohol at 10.50pm and ring for last orders.
To sell alcohol until the early / middle hours of the morning does not lend itself well to the kind of environment
they will create.
Anti social behaviour is inevitable with very drunk people, as well as noise and possible human “ waste “ from
too much alcohol which would result in additional road cleaning and policing.

Permitting the sale of alcohol past 9pm, would significantly increase the social activity around the development
and noise because of that.
Sound gets trapped between the buildings and gets very quickly amplified. Multiple routes from the university
lead through the Barts Square development to nearby tube stations (Barbican, Farringdon, Elizabeth Line).
Having people coming from parties ending at this hour (who will no doubt be extremely drunk if they choose to
stay to drink alcohol  until this hour)  through the Middlesex Passage  and surrounding roads which do tend to
trap noise and echos as they are corridors to the stations as well as the potential to be very unwell in the
surrounding areas would significantly impact residents in Hogarth house, Abernethy House and Dominion
Building and Percivall House.
This would affect  affect a high number of the residents in the area as well as cleaning costs for City of London
and call on already stretched policing

Please consider only permitting the sale of alcohol until 9pm from Mondays to Thursdays
London has enough specified socialising areas that students can safely move on to where there are already 
measures in place to deal with alcohol consumption until the early hours

Kind regards

Sara Agombar


